
Pinnacle 2681 

Chapter 2681 Annihilation Of The Undercover Rebels 

Indeed, Lab of Gods had planted undercover agents in Erudia. 

Otherwise, they wouldn’t have had the guts to build their training base there. 

Besides, they’d never be able to gain a foothold in Erudia if they didn’t have someone working with 

them from the inside. 

Lab of Gods had made sure to keep their undercover agents a secret, but now, it was finally time for 

them to shine. 

Unfortunately, that was something Craig hadn’t foreseen. 

He knew someone inside Erudia was interfering with backup requests, but it never occurred to him that 

there’d be undercover agents or that he’d become their target. 

One thing was for sure—a huge battle was about to take place. 

Meanwhile, in North Hampton, a crowd had started to gather inside a secret manor which ironically 

wasn’t even that far from Levi’s residence. 

It didn’t take long before more than ten thousand undercover agents showed up. 

That manor, unfortunately, was only one of the many scattered all over the city. 

agents in total, all of whom had come armed with 

might not be the strongest, but they were still capable of dealing a surprise blow to Craig’s 

their specialization, thus making them just 

put their masks on as they gathered 

battalion and wipe them out! Once Lab of 

Victory!” the agents yelled, 

doubt that these traitors had been waiting for this day, yet what was even more 

live in Erudia, only to turn their backs on the country that 

their time to stab Erudia in the back, hoping they could overthrow 

rang out amidst the cheers. 

not knowing who had just spoken 

we have another 

hell is that, anyway? That 

have 



anyone else could reply, the uninvited guest had made 

Boom! 

one punch, but its power was so 

he razed the entire manor to the 

angry wails filled the air, but it 

Chapter 2682 The Counterattack Begins 

There was no question that Cyrus had always been a naturally talented individual. 

Otherwise, Levi’s mentor wouldn’t have chosen to impart skills to him. 

Furthermore, with him training his basic techniques diligently, it was no wonder Cyrus had such 

impressive accomplishments. 

Only half a year had passed, and he had already undergone massive changes. 

Even though he was still nowhere as powerful as Levi, Cyrus was happy that he was at least one step 

nearer to the latter. 

If one were to call Levi a divine being, that’d make Cyrus the mountaineer who had overtaken everyone 

else and was close to reaching the summit. 

After his solitary training, he was only more than eager to test his strength. 

He might not be able to break the Prison of Darkness, but Cyrus was confident that he could at least 

leave a dent in it. 

When Levi informed him about the undercover agents, he saw it as the perfect opportunity to give his 

powers a whirl. 

Cyrus was, however, a lot more ruthless than Levi. 

release the full force of his power, thus 

the undercover agents at such an alarming 

Gods was still in the dark 

had been waiting for the undercover agents to fall into place so the latter could launch a joint attack 

them that 

even more unfortunate for them was that neither Lab of Gods nor Mr. X 

Mountain, Lab of Gods’ 

them that The Cardinal Hall’s reinforcements would 

We’ll attack in ten minutes! 



after, troops from The Cardinal Hall appeared in their line of 

about to jump into action, 

everyone was in stunned 

Death Harbingers could believe their 

that bypassed Limingford Mountain, allowing 

of 

Carigrey Academy were just 

whole time, so why would The Cardinal Hall change route just 

all their efforts go to 

Chapter 2683 Exposed 

Naturally, many people were in favor of the plan. 

Taking a detour was too time-consuming, and the shortcut through Limingford Mountain would cut their 

journey time by half. 

To their surprise, the divine generals merely burst out laughing. 

Eskild and Gerhard suddenly felt a chill running down their spines. 

There was something amiss, and they could feel it in their bones. 

The rest of the troops, however, were more confused than ever. 

“So, you guys want to cut through Limingford Mountain? Even though it’s crawling with enemies lying in 

ambush?” DG Leo scoffed. “Those enemies are ready to swallow us whole once we cross their path!” 

The news had come like a bolt out of the blue, leaving everyone shell-shocked. 

But the most terrified of them all, without a doubt, were the spies in Carigrey Academy. 

Why does The Cardinal Hall know about the ambush at Limingford Mountain? 

racked their brains, nobody could 

The Cardinal Hall reinforcement troops, so how did things change 

find out about the enemies 

immediately, Eskild and Gerhard could 

you’ll have to ask them!” DG Leo replied 

rest of the troops followed his gaze, and soon, 

to 



a thing about spies 

their jaws drop when the realization finally dawned 

them this entire time, but they 

enemies’ spies had infiltrated us ever since 

the divine tool, not Crown King! Those 

the 

everyone else was left dumbfounded 

knew the spies had framed Levi, they could only imagine how much he had to put up with people 

especially since they had also believed 

yourself away. You were so eager to get close to the chancellor 

Chapter 2684 Battle Of Limingford Mountain 

DG Leo once again burst out laughing. “Of course we do! How else would we know that Limingford 

Mountain’s crawling with enemies?” 

Malthe and the other spies were so angry to be played the fools that they nearly exploded with fury. 

“Was the fight with the ancient Garrison clan also intentional?” Gerhard piped up, even though he could 

already guess the answer. 

“That goes without saying! When the safety of our country is at stake, why would we still argue about 

who to take charge? Our fake fight was only to mislead you and have you station your troops at 

Limingford Mountain!” 

It was right there and then that the spies realized they had fallen into a trap. 

They thought they had set up the perfect ambush for The Cardinal Hall when in reality, they were the 

ones who had gotten ensnared. 

“What about the ancient Garrison clan fighters?” Eskild retorted. 

“If everything goes well, they should have reached the northern side of Limingford Mountain.” 

Upon hearing that, Malthe and his gang almost collapsed in a heap. 

The Cardinal Hall had planned for this all along! They used us to give our troops’ location away so they 

could launch a sneak attack and wipe us out! To think they even went to the extent of faking a falling-

out with the ancient Garrison clan. Sh*t, we are doomed! 

Malthe knew it 

out to Lab of Gods, nor 

“DG Leo, we’ve received a message from the ancient Garrison clan. They’ve reached the northern 

entrance of the mountain and 



We’ll launch the combined attack 

the spies were on the brink of 

imminent obliteration of their troops, yet 

fighters lying in ambush on Limingford Mountain were still unable to 

the last minute, but 

If we still don’t hear anything from 

that, the troops calmed down and continued 

minutes later when a 

“Attack!” 

after, the earth rumbled as shouts and footsteps filled the 

to react when they realized people 

ones falling into a trap and 

say, a sinking feeling of 

Mountain was a treacherous terrain with no 

the north and south, the troops were 

Chapter 2685 Iron Golem Technique 

No one, not even Max, had expected this twist of events. 

They knew they had reinforcements coming, but why was it only one person? 

And more importantly, who was it? 

Thankfully, their questions were soon answered when they finally got a good look at the person. 

Their backup was none other than The Cardinal Hall General, Edmund! 

He had come to lend a helping hand, and it was also perfect timing that he had just finished his solitary 

training. 

Even though Edmund couldn’t yet achieve Level Nine of the Iron Golem Technique, he was happy 

enough to be able to stabilize it at Level Eight. 

Now that he had completed the primary stages of his mission, how could he not show up when Erudia 

needed him? 

Craig’s battalion immediately erupted into cheers. 

Edmund might have come alone, but his presence alone had provided everyone with ample 

reassurance. 



Buzz buzz buzz… 

low humming noises rang out and created vibrations that stopped the Leviathans in 

had become golden as 

was Level Eight of the Iron Golem Technique, the highest level mere mortals could 

as they were, everyone had also become 

Edmund valiantly charged toward the 

too, started retaliating, their massive claws striking 

able to 

matter how many hits he 

self-awareness, even the Leviathans were shocked that they 

of energy shot out from his 

Bang! 

Bang! 

the Leviathans escalated their attacks and used every means and weapon they had 

on the other hand, had nothing to 

protecting him, he could easily 

he still couldn’t cause any physical damage to the Leviathans, much less destroy 

their bodies were just 

Lab of Gods panicked when they saw how the situation was 

wouldn’t be able to send in the undercover troops, and Restricted Area 76 wouldn’t make 

short, the entire battle was riding on the 

Chapter 2686 Where Are The Death Harbingers 

All of them were equipped with advanced armaments that were more powerful than the ones that were 

used earlier. 

Consequently, they combined all the weapons they had and formed a firing array that carpet-bombed 

the Leviathans. 

The bombardment was so devastating that the Leviathans were finally impeded. 

In fact, some of its scales were damaged in the strike. 

“Wipe out Erudia and leave nothing behind!” Mr. X ordered angrily. 



Prior to the attack, they had mapped out the location of all the core facilities in Erudia, such as their 

military bases and airports. 

Therefore, nothing in the South Warzone was hidden from them. 

They knew the exact location of all its weapons and command center. 

Mr. X intended to destroy all the military bases in South Warzone so that Craig’s battalion would lose 

most of their weapons and not be able to use their most powerful weapon systems. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

began their attacks by destroying the military base with 

as many of their 

but they didn’t even have 

when he saw 

Get the undercover troops 

picturing Gods from Restricted Area 

When I 

them. I repeat, 

we in contact with them 

Mr. X 

Something has gone wrong. 

what is going 

X’s expression drastically 

Limingford Mountain? How much progress have 

as if Murphy’s Law was creeping 

haven’t reported 

with the troops at Limingford Mountain too. Could something 

Everyone began to panic. 

going on at once! It would be terrible if something 

that moment, a grim atmosphere 

Chapter 2687 Why Have They Been Wiped Out 

What’s going on? Didn’t we send the Death Harbingers to deal with them? Why are they here? This is 

unbelievable. 



“Where’s the problem? What’s going on? How can this be?” Mr. X demanded to know but no one have 

the answer. The only response he got was silence. 

I can’t believe Erudia is counter-attacking! 

“So what if their reinforcements have arrived? Can they stop the Leviathans? Get them to rain Hell upon 

the enemy!” Mr. X thundered. 

“Yes, sir!” 

With that, the Leviathans unleashed their strongest attacks by firing all the weapons they hadn’t utilized 

before. 

Even though Erudia’s reinforcements arrived, they still suffered tremendous losses. 

They were incapable of defending themselves against the unseen before attacks. 

Consequently, the Leviathans pressed forward swiftly. In fact, they were doing that faster than before. 

This was also part of Lab of Gods’ strategy. 

Before the enemy’s main army appeared, they would never show off the Leviathans’ true strength. 

Now that the time was ripe, they unleashed all of the Leviathans’ devastating attacks to push the front 

line forward. 

though Craig and Nicholas’ battalions joined up, 

It was simply unbelievable. 

what’s the situation at Limingford 

Mr. X demanded to know about the progress at Limingford 

engaged in battle and too busy to 

That should be how it 

of Limingford Mountain was 

Harbingers, many fighters from Lab of Gods’ multiple 

they were being smashed and 

hours later, 

Hall and the ancient Garrison clan suffered significant injuries 

Lab of Gods. Even though they weren’t the main force, they were 

Gabriel and Eustace were injured during the battle, let 

students of Carigrey 

easily defeat the enemy after a few months of vigorous 



one of them had a tough time battling 

the elites from The 

a meaningful contribution to the battle 

were depressed over the realization of 

to them that the first 

in battle. In fact, surviving alone was a glorious achievement by 

Chapter 2688 Sacred Organization Has Finally Appeared 

As the spies continued to provide reports, they sent out a new group of fighters from Lab of Gods. 

Although they were fringe fighters, they were still exceedingly formidable. 

How did they get decimated too? I just can’t understand why! 

“It seems Erudia and The Cardinal Hall in particular were prepared for the attack. They must have known 

about the spies and used them to track us down instead. It’s evident that the ambush at Limingford 

Mountain was discovered early on and resulted in the attack.” 

“Also, isn’t the ancient Garrison clan supposed to have broken ties with them? Why did they provide 

reinforcements then?” 

“This only proves that the ancient Garrison clan and The Cardinal Hall faked breaking ties to create the 

illusion of a falling out. In truth, they had been targeting our ambush on Limingford Mountain, and that’s 

how our troops were annihilated by them.” 

Soon, everyone began analyzing the situation. 

Mr. X was outraged. “Da*n it! How was Erudia prepared?” 

The result had deviated significantly from their expectations. 

the models produced by Digital 

the destruction, it looks as if Erudia used a weapon of mass destruction to annihilate all the troops. 

Either that or someone extremely powerful wiped them out with a single 

hearing those words, all of them broke 

torrent of bad news was 

due to the two 

can’t rule 

X’s face lost 

he broke out in a cold sweat, his 

the second half of their plan had been 



now. What should 

deploy and take out 

others rubbed their palms 

into 

Oakland City, shouldn’t we take over the city?” Kraken 

just happened has given us more reason to not reveal ourselves! As of now, we can’t tell what other 

trump cards Erudia 

Instead, it would only result in everyone training their firepower upon us. Hence, we should leave the 

takeover to those from Restricted Area 76. Only after they have worn themselves out in battle 

Chapter 2689 For What 

“Really?” That’s wonderful! 

Everyone was ecstatic when they heard that Gods of Restricted Area 76 had appeared after 

disappearing for such a long time. 

Their wait had finally come to an end. 

“It seems that part of Maya Industries and Sacred Organization is in the South, while another part is in 

Oakland City. 

Reassured by the news, Mr. X ordered, “All right, inform Dr. Erebus to get his army prepared. Gods of 

Restricted Area 76 have finally emerged.” 

“Gods, are you? I wonder if you will be devastated once you find out that ordinary humans are your 

weakness,” Mr. X sneered to himself. 

“Nevertheless, let’s watch Gods of Restricted Area 76 put on a show first, shall we? They will definitely 

appear behind Craig and Nicholas’ battalions.” 

The crowd at Lab of Gods were very certain of it. 

After all, they had predicted that Gods would spring an ambush upon Erudia. 

On one hand, it would be in Oakland City. On the other, it would be right in front of the approaching 

army. 

Thus, they began to wait confidently. 

the way, do you know where they are now?” 

intelligence officer was about 

multiple figures appeared 

the sky holding 

Donald, who was leading the army of Maya Industries, had 



was one that no one could 

arrived with all the divine tools available, including those made 

tools were all created from the resources 

the same as those used by 

Death Fiend and the others struck 

Crack! 

Boom! 

Bam! 

by the divine tools’ powerful attacks, Leviathans’ scales were either cut out 

the bodies beneath the scales suffered significant injuries 

in agony after being attacked, while 

Boom! 

by the divine tools 

the overwhelming assault, the 

was an unprecedented 

was unfolding, everyone was 

Chapter 2690 The Power Of Divine Tools 

I don’t understand why this is happening. Aren’t Gods of Restricted Area 76 supposed to takeover 

Erudia? Shouldn’t they be attacking Erudia right now? Why are they assaulting the Leviathans instead? 

Isn’t this supposed to be a rare opening for them? Can it be that they were collaborating with Erudia the 

whole time? That’s impossible! If they were in cahoots with Erudia, they wouldn’t have established 

Sacred Organization and secretly expand its influence. Also, they wouldn’t have planted their spies in 

Erudia too. 

More importantly, Lab of Gods had sufficient evidence to prove the existence of Restricted Area 76 and 

their plan to conquer Erudia. 

Even though everything made sense, what actually happened defied logic, baffling everyone. 

As a result, all of them gaped as they watched what was going on from their screen. 

It took them a long time before they regained their senses. 

Back at the battle, the reinforcements that arrived dealt a devastating blow to the Leviathans, injuring 

almost all of them. 

Our opportunity is here! 



Craig’s eyes sparkled in response. 

“Suicide Squad, on my mark, charge forward and fire your weapons at close range on their wounds! 

Remember, try your best to minimize casualties, and do not launch suicide attacks! Victory is upon us 

now!” 

The time for 

Squad troops surged forward like raging 

provide cover and don’t allow 

and Nicholas’s main troops began 

even sent robots to support Suicide Squad’s 

Leviathans, Suicide Squad would either throw in explosives or tie them 

Boom! 

Boom! 

over the battlefield, destroying 

belonged to Erudia, they were equipped with self-destruct mechanisms and would 

created another wave 

their reinforcements, the Leviathan army suffered such huge 

to the 

have any 

unable to do any damage to the Leviathans 

the 

tools, they were able to tear anything 


